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Hugo Complete pack contains the Hugo In 3 Months beginner's course and the Hugo Advanced

course that follows on from it. The two books and two sets of three CD recordings take students

from the basics of the language through to the level required for higher education. Each Hugo

Advanced book and book-plus-CD pack, containing a book and three CDs, is the perfect tool for

developing written and spoken fluency in that language. It is also an ideal study aid right up to

GCSE level. Carefully structured, each course is divided into manageable lessons, focusing on an

aspect of life in that country and containing authentic texts related to the topic. All the books and

accompanying CDs have been thoroughly revised from the original tried-and-trusted Hugo courses,

including current currency usage and the addition of new vocabulary, to provide practical,

up-to-the-minute grounding in each foreign language. Each lesson contains a series of numbered

sections, covering points of usage and grammar - from idiomatic expressions and slang to the use

of different verb tenses - together with written and oral exercises that reinforce the points of

grammar and vocabulary introduced in the lesson. At the end of the course are answers to the

exercises together with a mini-bilingual dictionary that will prove useful long after the course is

finished. Each Hugo Advanced course contains three CDs, divided into approximately 20 tracks,

allowing students to go straight to the section they wish to access. Each of the texts are read clearly

by native speakers, enabling students to imitate the sounds of the language accurately. Native

speakers also enact conversations, allowing students to experience the language as it is spoken in

everyday situations. A range of exercises test comprehension of the texts and put into practice the

points raised in the grammar and language sections of each lesson.
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This is an excellent course in Castilian Spanish. The amount of content is amazing, both in word

number and grammar. Finish this course and you WILL be communicating fluently on a day to day

level.Pros:Two excellent books with clear explanations of the massive quantity of vocabulary and

grammar.Book one is your basic course, teaching words grammar and sentences and their

uses.Book two is much deeper and gets into reading entire articles and passages.Six Cds which will

give you practice and tests in what you are studying. Cds four to six will give you a lot of listening

practice, too.No frills or fancy cartoons. Just a very direct and practical teaching method that

works.A really nice packaging in the form of a fold out box.The price is simply fantastic for the

amount of content.Cons:None.Want to learn Castilian Spanish like an adult? This is the course you

want if you are serious and want to learn with a direct method that gets it into your brain.

The only way to learn a language in 3 months is living in that country. Without any previous

knowledge of Spanish I, probably, would have given up.It was perfect for ME using it as a

"refresher" course.

Good CDs and the book with grammars and conversations.
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